


The Primary Care Physician Assistant 
Program at USC is dedicated to the 
advancement of physician assistant 
education and emphasizes service to the 
medically underserved. The program 
is committed to preparing students 
from diverse backgrounds to positively 
transform the healthcare system. 
Students, graduates, faculty, and staff 
are committed to doing this through 
collaboration, inclusivity, innovation, 
integrity, excellence, and joy.

OUR MISSION



U.S. News & World Report has rated the Primary Care Physician Assistant 
(PA) Program at the Keck School of Medicine of USC No. 1 in California and 
No. 10 nationally. Located on our beautiful Alhambra campus, the Primary 
Care PA Program is a 10-minute drive to the Health Sciences Campus, 
where students will have classes, rotations and activities alongside other health 
professions students. From our campus, it is easy to get to many of the diverse 
neighborhoods in Los Angeles, with access to Pasadena and the San Gabriel 
Valley all the way to Downtown Los Angeles and the coast.

Student life is filled with opportunities to take in the city of Los Angeles and 
to experience health care in an urban setting. Our students are active in the 
USC PA Pipeline Program, Interprofessional Geriatrics Curriculum, service 
projects and health fairs. There are a variety of experiences that our students 
actively participate in to enhance their training and expand their passions for 
patient care.



10 Reasons to Choose USC

OUR MISSION
We walk the walk, not just talk the talk. We truly believe in service, 
diversity, leadership and quality-education, and it is emphasized in all 
aspects of our program. Our diverse makeup of students, faculty and 
staff all are drawn to our program in sharing this mission.

MEDICAL SPANISH
Our students take courses to help them enhance their ability to 
practice medicine in Spanish-speaking neighborhoods. It is vital that 
health care providers be able to build relationships with their patients 
and speaking the language is key. Our graduates report doubling their 
language confidence at completion of the course.

SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
Students engage in a great deal of volunteer work during their time in 
the program. We begin orientation with a day of service and current 
students are active in health fairs, Trojan Trainer and USC PA Pipeline.
Throughout their time in the program, students volunteer and engage 
in service projects.

LEADERSHIP & ADVOCACY
Every spring, students are invited to get advocacy training in 
Washington, D.C. During this trip, students meet with congressional 
representatives and advocacy groups to speak on behalf of future 
patients, PA students and the profession. Students also are involved in 
many on-campus groups, where they hold leadership roles alongside 
other health care professional students.

INTEGRATED LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Our faculty are nationally renowned for promoting learning that focuses 
on collaboration and building critical thinking skill sets, so that when 
students graduate they are better prepared to meet the challenges 
they may face in practice. Faculty use technology and innovative 
approaches to bring the classroom to life.



BEAUTIFUL SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Our beautiful Alhambra campus offers easy access to the diverse 
neighborhoods of Los Angeles and our unique position at the Keck 
School of Medicine gives our students access to additional learning 
resources.

ADDITIONAL CLINICAL TIME
During the sixth semester, students complete an average of 240 hours 
of additional training in a clinical specialty of interest, where students 
are provided more opportunities to learn and develop their skills before 
graduation. Our preceptors strive to teach our students the art of 
medicine and truly enjoy teaching USC PA students. 

WORLD-RENOWNED FACULTY
Our faculty is made up of experts and thought-leaders in their 
disciplines. They strive to maintain excellence in research and 
scholarship, often presenting and speaking for national audiences. 
Faculty are well-prepared, as evidenced by 100 percent attainment 
of advanced degrees and well-over 250 years of collective clinical 
experience.

SO MANY ACTIVITIES
Students take the lead once a month during our USC PA Pipeline 
events, which work with K-16 students to teach them about health 
care professions. Other activites beyond the classroom include: Trojan 
Trainer, health fairs, the Interprofessional Geriatrics Curriculum and a 
variety of service and health care opportunities. 

THE TROJAN FAMILY
Our students, faculty, staff, alumni, preceptors and the university all 
make up your Trojan family. We strive to support you and promote you 
in your journey to PA! 



The program is a full-time educational and professional training program. Students have the 
opportunity to learn from instructors, including physician assistants, nurse practitioners, doctors, 
occupational therapists, social workers and pharmacists. Based on the unique curriculum offered 
at the Primary Care PA Program at the Keck School of Medicine of USC, our students enter 
the workforce having spent more time in each rotation.

THE PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT PROGRAM
Curriculum & Rotations

>YEAR 1*

FALL SEMESTER
Basic Medical Sciences I
Topics in Medicine I
Clinical Skills I
Behavioral Sciences I

SPRING SEMESTER
Basic Medical Sciences II
Topics in Medicine II
Clinical Skills II

>YEAR 2

FALL SEMESTER

Topics in Medicine III
Clinical Skills III

Basic Medical Sciences III

SPRING SEMESTER

>YEAR 3

FALL SEMESTER

SPRING SEMESTER
Advanced Clinical Skills IV
Advanced Education

18-weeks of clinical rotations; Post-Clinical 
Activities (return to campus for testing and 
lectures)

SUMMER
12-weeks of clinical rotations; Post-Clinical 
Activities (return to campus for testing and 
lectures)

18-weeks of clinical rotations; Post-Clinical 
Activities (return to campus for testing and 
lectures)

Advanced Research
Medical Care Organizations
Senior Clinical Rotations (~240 hours)

CLINICAL ROTATIONS:

Family Medicine
Pediatrics
Women’s Health

Orthopaedics
Emergency Medicine

*Behavioral and mental health experience is integrated 
into one of the primary care rotations.

>There is also a primary care selective, where 
students have a 6-week rotation in an additional 
family medicine, pediatrics, women’s health, or 
outpatient internal medicine.

* At the end of the first year, students are given a 
summer break. 

Inpatient Internal Medicine
General Surgery

PA Critical Thinking Course I

Behavioral Sciences II
PA Critical Thinking Course II

Behavioral Sciences III
PA Critical Thinking Course II



GRADUATE TESTIMONIALS
Joining the Trojan Family means access to peers and colleagues that you can always connect with. 

Here are some stories from our graduates about the program at USC.

Marissa Kuo, 
Class of 2021

Richard Tang, 
Class of 2020

Carrie Kowalski, PA-C
Class of 2012

Daniel Park, PA-C
Class of 1996

Kristyl Felix,
Class of 2019

“I chose to come to USC because I believed that the 
program had all the elements to help me succeed as a PA 
student and help me achieve my goal in healing others 
in their times of illness and injury. When I was deployed 
in Afghanistan, USC gave me an opportunity when others 
did not and I believe that spoke volumes about the 
dedication that the program invests in their students.” 

“The program possessed several unique attributes that 
stood out from most other programs by emphasizing 
cultural competency, offering a medical Spanish 
curriculum, implementing extended clinical rotations, and 
also having a close-knit Trojan family. USC’s diverse pool 
of instructors is among the strongest in their field and I 
was very fortunate to have been taught and guided by 
them. Choosing to join to this program was one of the best 
decisions I ever made.”

“USC was the perfect fit for me. When I found 
out that USC had this reputation for working with 
the underserved and education amongst diverse 
populations, In homeless medicine, which I have the 
opportunity to do, I am able to not only do medical care, 
but impact those other social determinants of health — 
so we are actually making a really powerful impact.”

“The Trojan Family is truly not a cliché nor podium 
mantra, it is something real. It is world-class medical 
training based in an elite medical school model that 
prides itself in compassionate, innovative, primary 
care for the neglected, the lost, the broken. It is the 
Trojan pride you feel when you dawn your lab coat and 
represent a legacy of world-class training programs and 
top-notch, innovative care.”

“I applied to USC specifically because their mission 
statement aligns with my own beliefs. This program also 
has a focus on primary care and my passion for pediatrics 
and women’s health brought me closer to applying for 
USC. The interview day was the final moment when I knew 
right then and there that USC was everything I had been 
looking for in a program.”

Venice Family Clinic,
 Venice, CA

USC Institute of Urology 
at Keck Medicine of USC

Natalie Houser, DMSc, PA-C
Class of 2014

“I chose to attend USC for my PA education because of 
their dedication to teaching future medical providers the 
importance of serving the underserved and underinsured. My 
training at USC gave me the foundation I needed to practice 
primary care in DTLA at an FQHC. After practicing for 8 
years, I recently decided to go into PA education, and again, 
I chose USC. Their unwavering dedication to the community, 
diversity, equity, and inclusion are my top reasons for joining 
the faculty team.”

Faculty at the USC Primary Care 
PA Program



To find out more about our program visit:

www.usc.edu/pa

Primary Care Physician Assistant Program 
1000 S. Fremont Avenue, Bldg. A-11

Alhambra, CA 91803
Tel: (626) 457-4240
Fax: (626) 457-4245

Email: uscpa@usc.edu

Follow us:

#TrojanPA


